ICM 2018 Submission types and instructions. Language: English
PAPER
Paper sessions are oral presentations
of four papers, followed by a
discussion with the audience.
To be accepted, empirical papers
must contain data, methods and
results.
Theoretical papers are welcome.
Research at its earlier stages is very
suitable for poster sessions.

POSTER
Interactive, open, unstructured
poster sessions (i.e., no
introductions) offer researchers the
chance to present their work in a
visual format and offer more
opportunities for interaction and
discussion.

SYMPOSIUM
Symposia provide an opportunity to
present research on one topic, often
from multiple perspectives,
compiling a coherent set of papers
for discussion.

Symposia sessions are directed by a
chair, involving 4 presenters and
Poster sessions are usually ideal for one discussant, from at least three
work in its early stages and for novel different countries.
and promising ideas.
We recommend that each individual
Posters should include:
submission is checked in terms of
quality, relevance and coherence to
•Title and authors
•Outline of the research problem or the topic of the symposium.
project objective
•Hypothesis or research questions
•Method: a description of the
sample, design, materials and
procedure of the study
•Analyses of the study
•Important preliminary results
•Preliminary conclusions,
theoretical and/or practical
implications.
A poster should be as selfexplanatory as possible so that your
main job is to supplement the
information it contains. Therefore,
make the poster clear, structured,
concise, and attractive.

Paper sessions are scheduled for 90
minutes. Four presenters are each
given 15 minutes presentation time
followed by five minutes for
questions. At the end of paper
sessions there is a 10-minute open
discussion.
Submission requirements for papers
An abstract of 250 words including
the aims, the method, the results and
the significance of the study.
An extended summary (1000 words
max.) providing detailed information
about the aims, the method, the
findings and the theoretical and
practical significance of the

Poster sessions are scheduled for 90
minutes
We recommend that posters are
produced as roll-ups.

A symposium is scheduled for 90
minutes, allowing approximately 1215 minutes presentation time per
speaker, ten minutes for the
discussant, and 20 minutes for open
discussion.

Submission requirements for
posters
An abstract of 250 words that
should include the aims, the
methodology, the results and the
significance of the study.

Submission requirements for
symposia
An abstract of 250 words that
should inform about the objectives
of the symposium and its scientific
importance.

An extended summary (1000 words
max.) that should provide detailed
information about the aims, the
method, the findings and the

Title of the symposium and title of
each individual presentation 3-4
presentations per symposium), the
names and affiliation of each

study. Figures and tables should be
avoided. References included in the
word limit.
The extended summary will be used
for review purposes only.

theoretical and practical significance
of the study. Figures and tables
should be avoided. References are
included the word limit. The
extended summary will be used for
review purposes only.
Roll up format size 85x200 cm.
If produced in Denmark the price is
55 euros per Poster.
For Power Point users:
It is not possible to make the page
design 85x200cm in Powerpoint.
Maximum size is 142 cm. Therefore
the banner must be made in half
size 42,5x100 cm.
When you open PPT, choose the
design tab and then choose page
design and put in the dimensions
42.50cm wide and 100cm high.
Remember the design must be
standing portrait.

author, the name of the
organizer/chair, and the name of
the discussant and affiliation.
For each symposium presentation:
An abstract of 250 words that
should include the aims, the
method, the results and the
significance of the study.
An extended summary (1000 words
max.) that should provide detailed
information about the aims, the
method, the findings and the
theoretical and practical significance
of the study. Figures and tables
should be avoided. References
included in the word limit. The
extended summary will be used for
review purposes only.

